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Aim of the report and its format:

- Inform delegates of the work and accomplishments of the ECE Sustainable Transport Division;
- Highlight how the work assists countries in making progress towards sustainable development of inland transport;

Opportunity to use the report as a tool to improve the visibility of the work of the ITC, its WP’s and ST Division among a broader audience.
Contents and structure

Overview of activities and achievements in 2018 of the:

- ITC and subsidiary working parties, and the
- ECE Sustainable Transport Division,
presented thematically and through the three pillars of work:
  - Regulatory,
  - Technical assistance and capacity building, and
  - Analytical activities.
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C. Transport and Climate Change
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F. Transport and Safety
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H. Transport and Infrastructure

I. Transport and Trade

J. Transport and Environment

K. Transport and Social

L. Transport and Technology

M. Transport and Health

N. Transport and Development

O. Transport and Economics

P. Transport and Governance

Q. Transport and Finance

R. Transport and Innovation

S. Transport and Education

T. Transport and Policy

U. Transport and Regulation

V. Transport and Data

W. Transport and Statistics

X. Transport and Infrastructure

Y. Transport and Safety

Z. Transport and Security
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This action plan sets out the objectives and strategies to improve transport infrastructure and services, thereby boosting economic growth and reducing poverty and inequality. It also aims to ensure that transport systems are sustainable and resilient to climate change.

The action plan focuses on four key areas:

1. Transport infrastructure and services
2. Transport efficiency and connectivity
3. Transport safety and security
4. Transport and the environment

The action plan is based on the following principles:

- Universal access to safe, affordable, and environmentally friendly transport services
- Integration of transport and mobility planning
- Strengthening institutional capacity and governance
- Enhancing partnerships and collaboration

The action plan will be implemented through a set of specific initiatives, including:

- Development of transport policies and strategies
- Investment in transport infrastructure and services
- Promotion of sustainable and innovative transport solutions
- Enhancement of transport governance and regulation

The action plan will be monitored and evaluated to ensure its effectiveness and impact.
Annex I

Summary table showing which SDGs the various thematic areas are addressing.
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Annex II

List of SDGs and targets that the activities are contributing to
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